
sketches

Each fountain is 1’x1’. The shorter version stands 3’ tall
and the taller version stands 4’ tall. The resulting stream
of water shoots 4” above the surface of the fountain.
Near the base of each fountain is a passive heat circulation
system to regulate the temperature of the water in the pipes.

specifications
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canopy



Designed for both outdor and indoor use, Canopy
utilizes solar panels to collect solar energy during the
day and uses it to power lights during the night. This
ensures that it will always be an inviting place to visit.

sustainable

Canopy follows a minimal and simple design.
Within seconds of looking at it, people will
realize what it is and how to use it. There are
no useless gimmicks and superflous aesthetics.
Canopy is honest.

clean

Canopy is a free standing drinking fountain
that is optimized to be accesible to everybody.
Its two different heights allows it to be used

by people of all ages and abilities. Its universal
side grip design enables it to be used

with either left or right hand.

universal

Canopy is designed to be reminiscient of the
shadow patterns that dance across the forest 
floor. It mimics the structure and nature of its
form from trees, and aims to recreate the
pleasant feeling of being under the shade of
a tree.

inspiration
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canopy

calm
universal

sustainable
friendly
clean

innovative
freshfresh
natural

Canopy is simple yet elegant. It can blend into
an urban backdrop but still add more to its
surroundings. By providing a welcoming shelter
for people 24/7, Canopy creates an atmosphere
of safety. It is here where people can strike up
conversations, and undoubtedly, many of them would
be about the interesting design of Canopy itself.be about the interesting design of Canopy itself.

eye catcher

Not only does Canopy provide shade during
the day,  but it is also a source of light at night.
Its translucent plastic platforms help block out
precipitation while allowing some light to stream
through.

friendly
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